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            Joshric Aurea

            
              Graphic Designer. Illustrator. 🎲
            

            Hall & Oates enthusiast.
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                  Sun God Festival 2017 Branding
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                  Sun God Festival 2019 Photoshoot
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                  SSC Illustration and Print Design
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                  G/O Media Rebrand + Web Redesign
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            Joshric Aurea

            [Josh-Rick Aw-Ree-Uh] 🔊

            
              I’m a Filipino-American graphic designer with a passion for drawing and learning the ins and outs of illustration! As a graduate from the University of California, San Diego, I received a Bachelor’s degree in Interdisciplinary Computing in the Arts while minoring in Computer Science. I’m in awe of all things visually appealing, including web design, animation, photography, and the likes.
              
 

              I am currently working freelance and looking for graphic design, user experience / interface, illustration, and product design projects or full-time positions.
              
 

              Scroll down to learn more about me 😎 Or get my 
contact info and resume here
            

          

        
 

        

          What the heck can I do?


          
            

          


          Scroll Down!


          ↓


          
            
              Illustration

              

              Drawing unique characters, environments, and compositions for digital and print media.
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              Print Layout

              

              Organizing copy, illustrations, and images to comply with brand standards or in new, interesting compositions for print media.
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              Web Design


              Wireframing websites from low to high fidelty while keeping user experience in mind.
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          What are some other things I can do?


          
            
              Branding

              
                Establishing branding guidelines that comply with and improve a brand’s identity.
              

            


            
              Photography

              
                Taking effective lifestyle images or product shots to enhance a brand's presence.
              

            


            
              Lettering

              
                Drawing letterforms using vectors or digital paint.
              

            


            
              Apparel Design

              
                Creating trendy designs optimized for screenprinting.
              

            


            
              Character Design

              
                Illustrating mascots and unique characters with full turnaround and special poses.
              

            


            
              Web Development

              
                Coding a website from prototype to publication.
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            Snag a pdf of my resume:


            Full color ⤓

            Black & White ⤓
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